As a by-product, we present as well a metho>d for the spectral factorization of certain rational matrices. Our [2] respectively. Here we shall expand the scope of this approximation method to cover a wider class of systems and control problens. In section 2 we generalize the Davis and Barry [3] integral formula for the optimal feedback gain in the LQR problem. The new setting not only covers a wider class of cost functions but also over--comes the difficulty of.,treating unstable systems.
The new formula, which utilizes a factorization of type (1.1), together with the proposed method of spectral factorization, provides a fast and efficient way for solving many LQR problems. The new formula also enables us to prescale the eigenvalues of the system in-such a way that accelerates the convergence of our algorithm.
In network synthesis, implementing the factorization (1.1) directly by the reduction method maLy not be appreciated since the rational structure of the spectral factor is destroyed. Nevertheless 2] for the LQR problems. is positive semi definite. By well known results [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the optimal control which minimizes (2.2) subject to (2. 1) is given by Willems [6] and others [9] & [12] showed that the above minimization problem is closely related to the factorization of *(s) in the form
with W (s) and W1 (s) analytic in the R. H.P. In fact, it turns out that -
where K = B' P + J' is the optimal feedback gain.
The following lemuma gives the inverse relation of (2.8), i.e., the optimal gain in terms of the spectral factor W(S).
Lema 1 The feedback gain3K
.1) where r is a closed rectifiable contour enclosing co(-A).
Proof:
The ARE (5) can be written as
multiplying (10) 
Now integrating (12) over a closed rectifiable contour r enclosing a(-A') and using the relation (e.g. 
III. FACTORIZATION OF RATIONAL MATRICES
The probl-em of giving a sepctral factorization of a class of real rational matrices arising in Wiener-Hopf problems and network synthesis is tackled via-the integral formula derived in the previous section.
Suppose there is given a real rational matrix *(S) with the properties
The representation in the r.h.s. of (3. Without loss of generality, we shall consider the case when *Vsw) = R > 0. If *(eo) is singula'r, a procedure to reduce this case to factoring a # r(S) with det *r(w) $ 0 can be found in [12] . and P is t-he ataDiliatag saolution of the an (3.51, with Q-0.
We shall now apply our method to avoid the solution of the A.R.E. (2.5).
Assume further, only for the moment, that the strict inequality in (3.2) holds. Moreover, let Z (5) has no poles on the jw-a.xis. Hence, *1I(jw) aSmits the factorization (1.1). We can now proceed as follows 3) Apply the reductio-n method, as explained in [2] and summarized in the introduction, to obtain an approximate spectral [WjI S)J 4) Find the optimal gain K using the integral formula (2.9) (withQ= 0. It has been established [20, 21) that the solution of this problem is associated with the factorization of the matrix function we shall now use the above results to derive an explicit integral formula for the optimal gain K in terms of the spectral factors of *(Z).
Lena 2
The optimal gain is given by [2] . The approximate solution Gn (Z) is then substituted in the integral formula Tn S -h (4.14) ,i= columzn [12] , [18] . Considering the problem of factoring a power spectrum matrix *(Z) >0., one can write obviously, *(Z) as *(Z) =r 
